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UV light making
nighttime transports safer
SWEDISH RESEARCH SHOWS PROMISING RESULTS IN TERMS OE APPLICATIONS

OE UV LIGHT IN TRANSPORTS. CONVENTIONAL LOW BEAM GIVES VISIBILITY

DISTANCES OE ABOUT 50 M IN THE PRESENCE OE ONCOMING ROAD TRAEEIC.

BY COMBINING LOW BEAM WITH UV LIGHT, IT IS POSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE VISIBIL-

ITY DISTANCES OE 150 M OR MORE TO FLUORESCENT MATERIAL.

 
Kåre Rumar became Ph.D. in
Experimental Psychology at the
University of Uppsala in l969
with a dissertation on visibility
conditions in night traf c and
served as a Professor in Psychol-
ogy l973-I 976. He was Research
Director of the Swedish Road
and Traf c Research Institute
(VTI) I976-I985. Presently, he
is Professor and Deputy Direc-
tor General of VTI. Author of
I70 scientific papers on the hu-
man factor in road traf c.

 

n most developed countries, about

one third of all driving is done dur-

ing the night. This proportion is,

however, likely to increase as traffic

congestion during working hours en

courages people to travel at other

times, i.e. during the night. The risk of

becoming involved in an accident when

driving at night is, however, consider-

ably higher than during daylight hours.

Roughly speaking, the risk seems to be

about twice as high when traveling by

night as during the daytime. The rela

tive increase in risk is even higher dur

ing holiday nights, probably due to the

influence of alcohol, fatigue, and

different driver populations.

The main problem is, however, the

inferior visibility conditions that driv-

ers are offered when at night. This is

perhaps best evidenced by the fact that

introduction of road lighting reduces

accidents by roughly 30%.

Some conditions seem to interact

unfavorably with darkness, so that the

effect of poor road geometry, rain, wet

or icy roads, snow and slippery roads

on night driving is that the relative risk

of becoming involved in an accident is

much higher than during the daytime

_ particularly for unprotected road us-

ers but also for drivers.

Consequently, we have every rea-

son tO improve driver visibility condi

tions for nighttime drivers.

COUNTERMEASURE PRINCIPLES

In order to analyze more closely the

possible measures that could be

adopted in order to improve conditions

for motorists who drive their vehicles

at night, an endeavour has been made

to Split up the situation into its separate

components (Figure 1).

lf the present night driving condi

tions are to be improved, one or more

of these components will have to be

changed. Whereas the technical com

ponents (2 and 3 in the Figure) can only

be modified by better adaptation to hu-

man visual characteristics, man himself

can be approached in at least three dif

ferent ways. One way is training in

night driving, another is licensing pro

cedures, which could also be based on

night-traffic vision. The third is, hope-

fully, the provision of special aids for

improvement of visual performance.

VISION

The human eye is developed for day

light vision and consequently works

best at such illumination levels. The

nighttime driver is faced with two main

visual problems: low contrast sensitivi-

ty and high glare sensitivity.

Contrast sensitivity is drastically

lowered at nighttime levels of traffic

illumination. While contrast is only of

secondary importance when driving

during daylight hours, it is of primary

and vital importance to nighttime driv-

ers. What is very Often necessary is for

vehicle lighting to be able to distinguish

between a somewhat brighter surface

(e.g. a pedestrian) and a somewhat
darker surface (the background). With
road lighting, the contrast is normally

reversed. The task is to distinguish ob-

stacles against a somewhat brighter



 

 

surface (the road). These contrasts are

often, especially in vehicle lighting,

very close to the visual threshold.

Over and above this basic visual de

ficiency is another property of the eye

that is particularly important and criti

cal in night traffic glare sensitivity.

The main reason for glare in road traf-

fic is the optical deficiencies of the eye

that make the light from various

sources reflect within the eye, thus

causing the stray light to act as a veil.

At the present time, we see no pos

sibilities of eliminating or reducing

these inherent visual limitations to the

nighttime driver. Consequently, we are

obliged to turn to the technical compo-

nents of the system (Figure 1).

TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS

In the present context, only four his-

torically important and promising

measures are discussed road lighting,

retroreflexes, polarized headlights,

electronic vision.

Road lighting works mainly by mak

ing obstacles visible as dark silhouettes

against a bright road surface (negative

contrast), while vehicle lighting uses

the opposite principle making the

obstacles brighter than the background

(positive contrast). Consequently, the

two systems often counterbalance each

other.

Many investigations demonstrate

the positive effects of the introduction

of road lighting on accident reduction
 

     
 

The main reason

for glare in road
traf c is the optical
de ciencies of the

))eye.

Figure I.

Night traf c split up Into its mam compo

nents (Z and 3) These technical compo

nents can only be modi ed by better adap

tation to human VISUG/ character/sacs.



 

 

The low-beam/
low-beam situa-

tion is the most

dif cult situation

from the stand-

point of visibility.

maxeff/£417

Figure 2.

The new d/scharge D/ 35 W UV lamp IS

conSIderab/y smal/er than the hitherto

standard H4 halogen lamp

(P/cture furnished by Piu/fps)

 
 

during night driving. The favorable ef

fect obtained varies roughly between

30% and 65% accident reduction. Seri-

ous injuries and fatal accidents are of
ten reduced even more. The remaining

question is how a given sum of money

should be used in an optimum way. The

main problem is that it is only in very

dense, crowded traffic that road light

ing pays off. Along most other roads,

other measures must be applied.

Retroreflective materials (based on
heads or prisms) work in such a way

that the light reflected back towards

the light source (and the observer) is

several hundred times brighter than

that from white cloth.

Just as the light sources can be di

vided into vertical and horizontal

sources, the visual tasks can also be split

up into those comprising vertical and

those comprising horizontal surfaces.

The visibility of vertical surfaces

(obstacles and road signs) in vehicle

lighting is influenced to a significant

degree by the luminance factor of the

obstacle. However, a person dressed

completely in black, wearing a small,

thumb sized retroreflective tab, is de

tected at longer distances than a person

dressed completely in white. This is a

good illustration of the effect of retro-

reflective materials. By using this kind

of material, much higher contrasts in

the visual field are obtained, thus pro-

viding compensation for the lower con

trast sensitivity of the human eye at

night driving levels of illumination.

One problem is that it is not possible

to mark all significant objects in road

traffic _ e.g. wild animals _ with ret-

roreflective material. Another prob-

lem is that, particularly when weather

conditions are unfavorable (rain, snow,

fog), the horizontal retroreflective

markings (road lines and symbols) do
not function satisfactorily. Neverthe

less, it is in situations such as these that

the markings are most needed.

The meeting phase the low-beam/

low-beamv-situation _ is the most diffi

cult vehicle lighting situation from the

standpoint of visibility. It has been

shown in several studies that the pre-

sent low beam systen. in real traffic

situations often offers visibility dis-

tances of about 30 40 m, while more

than 100 m would be required in view

of the normal night driving speeds on

our roads (90 100 km/h). The intro

duction of the halogen bulb improved

the situation slightly, but far from

solved the visibility problem. The dip-

ping system of the present low beam

(1% downwards) makes it very difficult
to develop. Less dipping means more

glare, while more dipping means

poorer visibility.

The idea of solving the glare prob

lems of opposing headlights when driv-

ing at night by using polarized light is

an old one. The first patents are dated

1920. In due course, more highly devel-

oped systems were introduced. Most of

the proposed systems are based on lin-

ear polarizers with the axes at 45° to

the horizontal plane, the polarizers in

front of the driver and the headlights

parallel. This system gives 90° between

the polarizing axes of the headlight fil

ters of an approaching car and the visor

of a driver. An angle of 90° between

filters, theoretically, blocks all light. Al

though there are still some technical

problems (e.g. depolarization in wind-

shields), visibility distances with polar

ized headlights, which produce no

glare, reach 150 m. This is acceptable

from safety and comfort points of view.

The main problem is that this system

requires all road users to have visors.

The system will not be of any benefit

until this stage is reached.

Electronic vision belongs to another

generation of vision improvement sys

tems. It is not based on visible light and

human vision receptors, but on extra

visual radiation (e.g. infrared, radar)

and artificial sensors. Such systems can,

of course, be customized for their re

spective purposes. Several systems of

this kind are currently being discussed

and developed within the Prometheus

program. They will probably constitute

the solution to many of our visibility

problems. Today, however, they only

exist as experimental prototypes.

One main problem is that these sys

tems do not take advantage of the ex

cellent visual capability of the human

being to analyze highly complex and

dynamic patterns. They must rely on

advanced signal processing and Al sys

tems. Another problem is that the mes-



 

 

sage may distract driver attention from

the primary traffic scene.

Thus, all four of these potential im

provements display considerable limi

tations in specific aspects. It is, there

fore, only natural that when a new pro-

posal to improve driving visibility ul-

traviolet (UV) light appears on the

scene, we turn to it with great interest

and hope.

WHAT Is UV LIGHT?

The human eye is sensitive to only a

fraction of the whole electromagnetic

radiation area, 400 700 nm. Just below

the visible part in the wavelength spec

trum is an area called ultraviolet. UV

radiation, consequently, is not visible,

but, when it impinges upon fluorescent

material, it triggers a physical process

that makes the material luminous. It is

presently used, for example, in many

advertising situations (to attract atten-

tion), in laboratories, for analysis of

materials (e.g. geology, forensics), in

solariums (to create sun tan).

UV radiation is normally split into

three parts: UV C, UV-B, and UV A,

each of which has different biological

aggressiveness (Table 1).

Normal sunshine (on the earth) has

an energy distribution that increases al

most linearly from 250 nm to 400 nm.

The highest biological aggressiveness is

around 270 nm. However, both UV C

and UV B should be avoided in traffic

situations in view of high biological ag-

gressiveness.

The UV light used in road traffic

must be and can be made absolutely

safe. This can be achieved by a suitable

combination of light source and filter.

However, UV light is of no use

whatsoever if it does not impinge upon

fluorescent material, thus making it

visible.

Most fluorescent pigments used to-

day are produced either for fluorescent

light tubes and television screens or for

advertising and packaging purposes.

There are very limited requirements

on stability and life expectancy. Obvi

ously, this is a problem when it comes

to fluorescent pigments used for the

purpose of improving road traffic safe-

ty. The pigments are often unstable but

they can be made with a satisfactory life

span. Obviously, there is a potential for

improvement here, too. Many natural

materials (both mineral and animal) are

to some extent fluorescent. Fluores-

cent pigments are used in textiles and

incorporated in washing powders to

increase textile brightness. Since fluo

rescent pigments do not work by con-

trolled reflected beam path but by

emitted light, they are, optically, com

paratively insensitive to external dis-

turbances, such as temperature, wet,

dirt, snow, etc.

UV LIGHT IN TRAFFIC

To begin with, it should be emphasized

that the UV light is not intended to re

place the high beam and low beam of

today. It is envisaged for use together

with the low beam, thereby improving

visibility for targets containing fluores

cent pigments.

The low beam itself gives visibility

distances of about 50 m in the presence

of oncoming traffic. The UV light that

we hope to use in road traffic is as close

as possible to the visible spectrum

(340 400 nm). With such UV head

lights having roughly the same light dis

tribution as high beam, we can achieve

visibility distances of 150 m or more to

obstacles containing fluorescent mate

rial facing oncoming traffic. This is a

new solution to the old problem of in-

creasing obstacle luminance without

increasing glare (Figure 3).

In most situations, a good high beam

 

 

 

 

The UV light

used in road traffic

must be and can

be made abso-

lutely safe.

 

 

Saab-Scania and
Volvo in UV light

cooperation

When inventor Lars Bergkvist
started work on UV light and
uorescent material in the early
805, he enjoyed the strong sup
port of Kåre Rumar and people
from the Swedish automotive in
dustry, including Bertil llhage of
Saab and Peder Fast of Volvo.
Lars Bergkvist's work has resulted
in many basic patents in this eld.

In I989, a new company,
Ultralux, was formed. This is
jointly owned by Volvo, Saab-
Scania, Athena and the inventor's
company Labino. Patent rights
and know how have been trans
ferred to Ultralux, who will fur-
ther develop the UV light system
and eventually sell licenses.
The UV light system will be

tested and demonstrated this
winter at the Swedish Road Ad
ministration test circuit outside
Gothenburg.
Ultralux provides a unique ex

ample of cooperation between
the two Swedish automotive
companies, with the objective of
improving road traf c safety at
night and in conditions of poor
visibility.
  

UV Wavelength (nm) Biological aggressiveness

100 280 high

B 280 315 high

315 400 low Table I.
UV radiation IS normal/y split into three

parts: UV C, UV B, and UV A, each ofwh/ch

has different biological aggresszveness.

    
 



 

UV light does not
create the screen-

ing white wall as

do conventional

headlights in cer-
tain conditions.

Figure 3.

Typical driver VISIb/l/ty areas of low beam

% and UV light With uorescent targets.

 

    
 is superior, giving a visibility distance of

about 300 m. The problem is that, ow

ing to high traffic densities, it can sel-

dom be used.

The problems now being addressed

concern, in the first instance, develop

ment of optimal light sources, power

units (the discharge lamps need higher

Voltages for ignition and running),
fluorescent pigments and filters. Sec

ondly, the way in which targets (obsta

cles, signs, delineators, markings)

should be made fluorescent needs to

be determined.

Over and above greatly improved

visibility conditions in general, UV

light appears to have certain special ad-

vantages.

Previously, street lighting and vehi-

cle lighting have counteracted each

other. UV headlights will make it possi

ble to design a cooperating dynamic

(car) and stationary (road) lighting sys

tem. If both light sources contain UV

radiation, they will support and im

prove visibility instead of conflicting

with one another, which is presently

the case.

Mist, fog, rain and snow are not

fluorescent. Consequently, UV light

does not create the screening white

wall, as do conventional headlights in

such conditions. Fluorescent surfaces

are also less sensitive to dirt, frost, mist

and snow than, e.g., retroreflective

surfaces.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

The UV light project is a Swedish con

tribution to the European research co

operation within the Eureka Prome

theus program. This is good for many

reasons. One of them is that if UV light

in road traffic turns out to be as good as

it presently seems, then it will need to

be standardized.

The UV light could also be used for

a completely different purpose within

Prometheus. Modulation would enable

it to be used for short-range communi

cation.

Perhaps the most obvious applica

tion for invisible UV light is in the ma-

rine area, where nighttime operators

are normally dark adapted, and where

glare, consequently, is disastrous. Fluo-

rescent nautical beacons, illuminated

by a 4W UV lamp, can be detected and

identified at a distance of more than 10

nautical miles.

The UV light system is highly prom

ising and has considerable potential,

although none of the system compo

nents have yet been optimized for their

purpose.
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